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Abstract
This paper studies the leading chiral corrections to heavy quark-diquark symmetry predictions
for doubly heavy baryon semileptonic decay form factors. We derive the coupling between heavy
diquarks and weak current in the limit of heavy quark-diquark symmetry, and construct the chiral
Lagrangian for doubly heavy baryons coupled to weak current. We evaluate chiral corrections to
doubly heavy baryon zero-recoil semileptonic decay for both unquenched and partially quenched
QCD. This theory is used to derive chiral extrapolation expressions for measurements of form
factors of doubly heavy baryon zero-recoil semileptonic decay in lattice QCD simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This work is stimulated by the recent SELEX experimental observation on states which
have been tentatively interpreted as doubly charm baryons [1–3]. The masses and hyperfine
splittings of the observed states are consistent with theoretical predictions from some quark
models [4] and quenched lattice quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [5–7]. However many
other aspects are difficult to understand in the current theoretical framework, such as the
missing weak decay signal of the higher state in the ground doublet. Model-independent
predictions for doubly heavy baryon properties would be helpful. Chiral and heavy quark
symmetries are useful approximate symmetries of QCD for predicting low-energy properties
of hadrons containing a single heavy quark. Heavy quark-diquark symmetry relates the
properties of heavy mesons with a single heavy quark (Qq¯) to those of doubly heavy anti-
baryons with two heavy anti-quarks (Q¯Q¯q¯). The heavy quark-diquark symmetry prediction
for the doubly charm baryon hyperfine splitting [4, 5, 8, 9] is within 25 ∼ 30% of the
quenched lattice QCD calculation. More observables are needed to see whether the heavy
quark-diquark symmetry is applicable to charm and bottom. Semileptonic decay of doubly
charm baryons was studied previously using model dependent method [10] and recently by
the heavy quark spin symmetry [11]. However the latter provided only tree level predictions
of doubly heavy baryon semileptonic decay matrices.
In this paper we will study the chiral corrections to heavy quark-diquark symmetry
predictions for the form factors of zero-recoil doubly heavy baryon semileptonic decay, and
further arrive at the results for both unquenched and partially quenched QCD.
We use the techniques in non-relativistic quantum chromodynamics (NRQCD) to de-
rive the coupling between heavy diquarks and weak current. Savage and Wise [12] wrote
an effective Lagrangian for heavy quarks and diquarks using heavy quark effective theory
(HQET) [13] and calculated the doubly heavy baryon hyperfine splittings. HQET is for-
mulated as an expansion in the heavy quark mass scaled ΛQCD/mQ. Hadrons with two
or more heavy quarks, such as quarkonia or doubly heavy baryons, are characterized by
the additional scales mQv and mQv
2, where v is the typical velocity of the heavy quark
within the bound state. The dynamics of hadrons with two or more heavy quarks follows
NRQCD [14–16]. Within this framework the effective Lagrangian for heavy diquark have
been derived recently [8, 9], which corrected the hyperfine splitting predictions of Ref. 12 by
a factor of 2.
For studying the low-energy dynamics of hadrons containing diquark, it is useful to build
an effective theory which incorporates the relevant symmetries of QCD. Heavy hadron chiral
perturbation theory (HHχPT) [17–19] has heavy hadrons, Goldstone bosons, and photons
as its elementary degrees of freedom and incorporates chiral and heavy quark symmetries.
Hu and Mehen [20] derived an effective Lagrangian for doubly heavy baryons incorporating
heavy quark-diquark symmetry and used this theory to study strong and electromagnetic
interactions of doubly heavy baryons in low-energy regime. Here we will apply HHχPT to
evaluate chiral corrections to semileptonic decay at zero-recoil.
Moreover, we will extend the chiral Lagrangian with heavy quark-diquark symmetry to
include lattice effects of partial quenching. We derive expressions for the chiral extrapolation
of zero-recoil semileptonic decay of double heavy baryons in lattice calculation. Lattice
calculations of decay matrix elements of heavy mesons and doubly heavy baryons can help
determine the reliability of heavy quark-diquark symmetry for charm and bottom hadrons.
High-precision lattice calculation of semileptonic decay form factors of heavy mesons is a long
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term project of several collaborations, such as HPQCD and MILC. Lattice QCD simulations
start with unphysical sea quark masses which need to be extrapolated to physical values.
Chiral Lagrangians in quenched [21] and partially quenched [22, 23] theory are useful for
the chiral extrapolations of the lattice simulation data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we use NRQCD to derive the
coupling between heavy diquarks and weak current consistent with heavy quark-diquark
symmetry. In Sec. III, we construct the chiral Lagrangian for doubly heavy baryons coupled
to weak current and calculate the doubly heavy baryon zero-recoil semileptonic decay ma-
trix elements. We evaluate the chiral corrections to the decay form factors using χPT. In
the heavy quark-diquark limit the corrections vanish. In Sec. IV, we extend the chiral La-
grangian with heavy quark-diquark symmetry to partially quenched theory and derive form
factor formulism for the lattice QCD chiral extrapolation of doubly heavy baryon zero-recoil
semileptonic decay, via partial quenching versus unquenching. Summary is given in Sec. V.
Some useful formulations are collected in Appendix.
II. COUPLING BETWEEN HEAVY DIQUARKS AND WEAK CURRENT FROM
vNRQCD
NRQCD is the nonrelativistic effective theory for the dynamics of heavy quarks. In
NRQCD the important scales are among the four quantities: the heavy quark mass mQ,
the typical momentum mQv of heavy quarks within bound state, the typical kinetic energy
mQv
2 of heavy quarks, and ΛQCD. The total momentum of heavy quark field is taken to be
the sum of the labeling momentum p(∼ mQv) and the residual momentum k(∼ mQv2). In
vNRQCD [9], which has a consistent v expansion, the Lagrangian for Q¯Q¯ (Q¯ = b¯, c¯) of the
leading order reads
L = −1
4
F µνFµν
+
∑
f=b,c
∑
p
χf†
p
(
iD0 − (p− iD)
2
2mQf
+
gs
2mQf
σ ·B
)
χf
p
− 1
2
∑
f=b,c
∑
p,q
g2s
(p− q)2χ
f†
q
T¯Aχf
p
χf†−qT¯
Aχf−p
−
∑
p,q
g2s
(p− q)2χ
b†
q
T¯Aχb
p
χc†−qT¯
Aχc−p + · · · . (1)
Here χf
p
is a nonrelativistic anti-quark field which annihilates an anti-quark of flavor f , T¯A
is SU(3) color generator for 3¯ representation, B is chromomagnetic field, and D0 and D
are the time and spatial components of the gauge covariant derivative, respectively. The
kinetic energy D0 and momentum p of heavy anti-quark field are of O(mQv
2) and O(mQv),
respectively.
In order to derive an effective Lagrangian for diquark we follow the methods of Ref. 9.
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We use the spin and color Fierz identities ,
δαδδβγ = −1
2
(σiǫ)αβ(ǫσ
i)γδ +
1
2
ǫαβǫ
T
γδ , (2a)
T¯Ail T¯
A
jk =
2
3
∑
m
1
2
ǫmijǫmkl +
1
3
∑
(mn)
d
(mn)
ij d
(mn)
kl , (2b)
respectively, to decompose the anti-quark bilinear such as χf
p
χf−p into operators with spin
0 and spin 1, and to project the potential onto the 3 and 6¯ channels. In Eq. (2) the Greek
subindexes denote spins and the Roman subindexes denote colors. σi are Pauli matrices,
ǫ = iσ2, and d
(mn)
ij are elements of symmetric matrices in color space defined by
d
(mn)
ij =
{
(δmiδnj + δniδmj)/
√
2, m 6= n
δmiδnj , m = n
. (3)
The diquark states, b¯b¯ and c¯c¯, must be only in (3)C(3)S or (6¯)C(1)S by the Pauli prin-
ciple, while b¯c¯ can also be in (3)C(1)S or (6¯)C(3)S. By fourier transforming
g2s
(p−q)2 =∫
d3r g
2
s
4πr
ei(p−q)·r, Eq. (1) leads to
L = −1
4
F µνFµν +
∑
f=b,c
∑
p
χf†
p
(
iD0 − (p− iD)
2
2mQf
+
gs
2mQf
σ ·B
)
χf
p
− 1
2
∑
f=b,c
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χf†
q
)iσǫ(χ
f†
−q)j
)
·
(∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χf−p)kǫσ(χ
f
p
)l
)
−
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χb†
q
)iσǫ(χ
c†
−q)j
)
·
(∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫσ(χ
b
p
)l
)
−
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(
−
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χb†
q
)iǫ(χ
c†
−q)j
)(∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫ
T (χb
p
)l
)
+
∫
d3rV (6¯)(r)[· · · ],
(4)
where V (3)(r) = −2
3
αs
r
. The last term with V (6¯)(r) = 1
3
αs
r
is irrelevant to color neutral
doubly heavy baryon and is therefore dropped out hereafter. The first term is the gauge
boson field. The second term includes the kinetic operators for the anti-quark fields and the
leading spin symmetry breaking interactions which generate hyperfine splittings. The other
terms are the quartic terms with diquark fields.
The diquark fields for c¯c¯ and b¯b¯ can be introduced using the Hubbard-Strantonovich
transformation as Ref. 9. In addition, we introduce diquark field of different flavor b¯c¯ to get
the interaction for doubly heavy baryon semileptonic decay. We add to the Lagrangian in
Eq. (4) the following identity of ∆L = 0:
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∆L = 1
2
∑
f=b,c
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(
Tm†
r
−
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χf†
q
)iσǫ(χ
f†
−q)j
)
·
(
Tm
r
−
∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χf−p)kǫσ(χ
f
p
)l
)
+
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(
T˜m†
r
−
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χb†
q
)iσǫ(χ
c†
−q)j
)
·
(
T˜m
r
−
∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫσ(χ
b
p
)l
)
+
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(
T ′m†
r
+
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χb†
q
)iǫ(χ
c†
−q)j
)(
T ′m
r
−
∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫ
T (χb
p
)l
)
,
(5)
where m = 1, 2, 3 is the color index. Tm =
∑
p
eip·r ǫmkl
2
(χf−p)kǫσ(χ
f
p
)l, T˜
m =∑
p
eip·r ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫσ(χ
b
p
)l, and T
′m =
∑
p
eip·r ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫ
T (χb
p
)l annihilate a spin-1 f¯ f¯ field,
a spin-1 b¯c¯ field, and a spin-0 b¯c¯ field, respectively. The quartic terms of anti-quark fields in
the combination of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are cancelled, resulting in
L = 1
2
∑
f=b,c
∫
d3r V (3)(r)
(
Tm†
r
Tm
r
−Tm†
r
∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χf−p)kǫσ(χ
f
p
)l −Tmr
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χf†
q
)iσǫ(χ
f†
−q)j
)
+
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(
T˜m†
r
T˜m
r
− T˜m†
r
∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫσ(χ
b
p
)l − T˜mr
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χb†
q
)iσǫ(χ
c†
−q)j
)
+
∫
d3rV (3)(r)
(
T ′m†
r
T ′m
r
− T ′m†
r
∑
p
eip·r
ǫmkl
2
(χc−p)kǫ
T (χb
p
)l + T
′m
r
∑
q
e−iq·r
ǫmij
2
(χb†
q
)iǫ(χ
c†
−q)j
)
.
(6)
Integrating out the fields Tm
r
, T˜m
r
and T ′m
r
in Eq. (6) recovers the original NRQCD La-
grangian; integrating out the anti-quark fields χb
p
and χc−p yields an effective action for the
diquark fields Tm
r
, T˜m
r
and T ′m
r
. The kinetic terms of b¯c¯ fields are the same as those of
c¯c¯ fields in Ref. 9, with the proper diquark reduced mass µQ = (mb + mc)/(mbmc). The
Feynman rules for the coupling between the diquark field and the pair of anti-quarks in
Eq. (6) are shown in Fig. 1.
Flavor changing weak current is given by JµQCD = c¯γ
µ(1− γ5)b and is rewritten as JµNR =
χc†(δµ0 − δµiσi)χb by mapping onto NRQCD to the lowest order. The coupling between
anti-diquarks and weak current is to be evaluated by the lowest order diagram as in Fig. II
and the resulting Lagrangian for weak interactions is
Lweak = JµQ¯Q¯(Jweak)µ,
= −
∫
d3r
[
δµ0T
i†
r
· T˜i
r
+ iδµn(T
i†
r
× T˜i
r
)n
+ δµn(T
i†
r
)nT ′i
r
]
(Jweak)µ,
≈ −η[δµ0Ti† · T˜i + iδµn(Ti† × T˜i)n
+ δµn(T
i†)nT ′i
]
(Jweak)µ, (7)
where (Jweak)µ is the weak current and J
µ
Q¯Q¯
is the diquark current. In the last identity we
expanded the diquark fields to the lowest order and wrote the Lagrangian in terms of local
current. The factor η can be interpreted as the spatial wavefunction overlap of the ground
state initial diquark with the ground state final diquark system, which is not predicted by
symmetry, i.e. η =
∫
d3rφ∗c¯c¯(r)φb¯c¯(r).
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p, i, α
−p, j, β
Tmr , T˜
m
r
−ie−ip·rV (3)(r)
ǫmij
2 (σǫ)αβ
ie−ip·rV (3)(r)
ǫmij
2
ǫαβT
′m
r
p, i, α
−p, j, β
FIG. 1: Feynman rules for the coupling between the diquark (Tm
r
, T˜m
r
or T ′m
r
) and anti-quarks.
The Greek indexes denote spins and the Roman indexes refer to colors.
T˜, T ′ T
J
µ
weak
b
c
c
c
FIG. 2: One loop diagram contributing to the coupling between composite anti-diquark fields and
weak current.
III. DOUBLY HEAVY BARYON SEMILEPTONIC DECAY
In the heavy quark limit, the ground states of the spin-0 heavy meson P and the spin-1
heavy meson P∗ are degenerate, and therefore combined into a single field,
Ha,αβ = (P
∗
a · σ)αβ + Pa,αβ , (8)
where a is SU(3) flavor anti-fundamental index and σ is the vector of Pauli matrices.
Similarly in the heavy quark limit, the doubly heavy anti-baryon ground state doublet Tiβ
consists of a spin-1
2
doubly heavy anti-baryon Ξa,γ and a spin-
3
2
doubly heavy anti-baryon
Ξ∗a,iβ as
Ta,iβ =
√
2
(
Ξ∗a,iβ +
1√
3
Ξa,γ σ
i
γβ
)
. (9)
Hereafter T denotes the doubly heavy anti-baryon field rather than the anti-diquark field
in the previous section. In Eq. (9) the index of diquark spin runs as i = 1, 2, 3 and that of
light anti-quark spin as β = 1, 2. The field Ξ∗a,iβ obeys the constraint Ξ
∗
a,iβ σ
i
βγ = 0. Heavy
quark-diquark symmetry relates properties of heavy mesons to those of doubly heavy anti-
baryons. By the symmetry the effective Lagrangian for doubly heavy anti-baryon and heavy
6
meson ground state doublets in the heavy hadron rest frame was constructed in Ref. 20,
L = Tr[H†a(iD0)baHb]− gTr[H†aHb σ ·Aba]
+
∆H
4
Tr[H†aΣiHa σi], (10)
where Σi = {Σiµν ; µ, ν = 1, · · · , 5} with matrix elements Σiµν = σiαβδµαδνβ− iǫijkδµ,j+2δν,k+2.
Here Ha = {Ha,µβ ; µ = 1, · · · , 5 and β = 1, 2} is a 5 × 2 matrix field, with elements
Ha,µβ = Ha,αβδµα+Ta,iβδµ,i+2. It transforms as tensor product of a five component field and
a two-component light anti-quark spinor. The five component field corresponds to the two
heavy quark spin states and the three anti-diquark spin states. In Eq. (10) the first term
is the kinetic operator and the second term is the coupling with the axial current vector
Aba. These two terms respect the SU(5) heavy quark-diquark symmetry. The third term is
the leading heavy quark symmetry breaking operator and responsible to hyperfine splitting.
This term is characterized by charm meson hyperfine splitting ∆H , which is also 4/3 of that
of doubly charm baryon by heavy quark-diquark symmetry.
For our interests we retain only the anti-baryon terms in Eq. (10), i.e.,
L = T˜+βi(iD0)T˜iβ − gT˜+βiT˜iβ′σiβ′βAi
+
(mc/2
µQ
)∆H
4
T˜+βj(−iǫijk)T˜kβ′σiβ′β
+ T+βi(iD0)Tiβ − gT+βiTiβ′σiβ′βAi
+
∆H
4
T+βj(−iǫijk)Tkβ′σiβ′β
+ T ′+β (iD0)T
′
β − g′T ′+β T ′β′σiβ′βAi . (11)
Here, we have suppressed the flavor index a. The composite fields T are decomposed in
terms of spin-3
2
field Ξ∗iβ and spin-
1
2
field Ξα,
Tiβ;c¯c¯q¯ =
√
2
(
Ξ∗iβ;c¯c¯q¯ +
1√
3
Ξα;c¯c¯q¯σ
i
αβ
)
, (12a)
T˜iβ;b¯c¯q¯ =
√
2
(
Ξ∗iβ;b¯c¯q¯ +
1√
3
Ξα;b¯c¯q¯σ
i
αβ
)
, (12b)
T ′β;b¯c¯q¯ =
√
2 Ξ′β;b¯c¯q¯ . (12c)
Tiβ and T˜iβ are the ground state doublet of c¯c¯q¯ and b¯c¯q¯, respectively, with the diquark spin-
1. T ′β is the spin-
1
2
ground state of b¯c¯q¯ with diquark spin-0. The hyperfine splittings of the
doubly heavy anti-baryons are related to those of the charm mesons by heavy quark-diquark
symmetry, mΞ∗cc − mΞcc = 34∆H and mΞ∗bc − mΞbc =
(
mc/2
µQ
)
3
4
∆H , where µQ is the reduced
mass of diquark bc.
Equation(11) describes strong and electromagnetic interactions in the baryon rest frame
in the low-energy regime, in which the doubly heavy baryon four-velocity is conserved (up
to O(ΛQCD/mQ) corrections). For a process such as weak decay, in which the initial and
final baryons have different four-velocities, the covariant representation of baryon field is
needed. However, for studying the zero-recoil semileptonic decay, in which the doubly heavy
baryon four-velocity is conserved, it is possible to work in the baryon rest frame. Therefore
7
it allows to map the weak current coupling of the diquark in Eq. (7) onto a current operator
for doubly heavy baryons as in Ref. 20 and the resulting Lagrangian for semileptonic decays
of doubly heavy baryon is
Lweak = iηT+βi(ǫijkT˜kβJkweak + iT˜iβJ0weak + T ′βJ iweak) . (13)
The coupling between doubly heavy baryons and weak current is obtained by demanding
that the anti-diquark index on the doubly heavy baryons couple to the weak current as in
Eq.(7).
For Eq.(13) being written explicitly in terms of doubly heavy anti-baryon fields, we
evaluate the weak current matrix elements as
〈Ξα′;c¯c¯q¯|Jµweak|Ξα;b¯c¯q¯〉 = ηu¯α′
(
−2i(1 + δq1) δαα′δµ0
− 4
3
i(1 + δq2) σ
j
αα′δµj
)
uα,
〈Ξ∗iβ;c¯c¯q¯|Jµweak|Ξα;b¯c¯q¯〉 = ηu¯iβ
(
2√
3
i(1 + δq3) δαβδµi
)
uα,
〈Ξα;c¯c¯q¯|Jµweak|Ξ∗iβ;b¯c¯q¯〉 = η u¯α
(
2√
3
i(1 + δq4) δαβδµi
)
uiβ,
〈Ξ∗kβ;c¯c¯q¯|Jµweak|Ξ∗iα;b¯c¯q¯〉 = ηu¯kβ
(
−2i(1 + δq5) δαβδikδµ0
+ 2i(1 + δq6) σ
j
αβδikδµj
)
uiα,
〈Ξα′;c¯c¯q¯|Jµweak|Ξ′α;b¯c¯q¯〉 = ηu¯α′
(
−2√
3
(1 + δq′1 ) σ
j
αα′δµj
)
u′α,
〈Ξ∗iβ;c¯c¯q¯|Jµweak|Ξ′α;b¯c¯q¯〉 = ηu¯iβ
(
−2(1 + δq′2 ) δαβδµi
)
u′α, (14)
where (uα, u
′
α, uiβ) and (u¯α, u¯iβ, u¯
′
α) are nonrelativistic spinors for initial and final states,
respectively. Up to an overall normalization, the form factors in Eq. (14) are dictated only
by heavy quark-diquark symmetry. The δqi -parameters are corrections to the form factors
and receive contributions from such as heavy quark symmetry breaking effects. The tree
level semileptonic decay matrix elements agree with Ref. 11 up to an overall minus sign. It
is noted that they gave results for Ξbc while we report Ξb¯c¯. To obtain Ξbc, the decomposition
of the ground state doublet is constructed as Tiβ =
√
2
(
Ξ∗iβ − 1√3σiβγΞγ
)
rather than those
in Eq. (12).
At the tree level, the corrections to the form factors are zero and in the heavy quark
limit they vanish at any order. The goal of this paper is to obtain those heavy quark
symmetry breaking corrections that come from chiral loops such as in Fig. 3. The δq1 to δ
q
6
parameters for doubly heavy anti-baryons are related to the known heavy D mesons through
heavy quark-diquark symmetry. The coupling constant g in Eq. (11) which appears in the
chiral corrections is available from D meson measurements. Chiral corrections as δq′1 and δ
q′
2
depend on the coupling constant g′ that relates to excited states and is yet to be available
experimentally. We will only focus on corrections δq1 to δ
q
6 for this paper.
The pion-baryon vertex in Fig. 3 is generated from the pion-baryon interaction term in
the Lagrangian Eq.(11) and the weak current vertex is from Eq.(13). Loops for wavefunction
renormalization (not drawn here explicitly) are also contribute. The chiral loop corrections
to semileptonic decay form factors are given in Appendix. The partial quenching corrections
will be discussed in the next section.
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J
µ
weak
Ξb¯c¯q¯ Ξc¯c¯q¯
FIG. 3: One-loop contributions to the doubly heavy baryon semileptonic decay.
δu1 δ
u
2 δ
u
3 δ
u
4 δ
u
5 δ
u
6
µ = 500 MeV 0.25 0.25 0.07 0.15 -0.05 -0.05
µ = 1500 MeV 0.32 0.32 0.10 0.19 -0.01 -0.02
δs1 δ
s
2 δ
s
3 δ
s
4 δ
s
5 δ
s
6
µ = 500 MeV -0.01 -0.01 -0.14 -0.14 -0.16 -0.16
µ = 1500 MeV -0.0002 -0.001 -0.13 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13
TABLE I: Chiral corrections to form factors of doubly heavy baryon (q = u, s) semileptonic decay
at µ = 500 MeV and µ = 1500 MeV. Other paraments see text. Note that δui = δ
d
i .
Table I provides numerical results for δui and δ
s
i . Note that δ
u
i = δ
d
i in the isospin limit.
For simplicity the reduced mass of diquark bc is set to be µQ =
mbmc
mb+mc
≈ mc. In calculations,
the parameters as chosen as follows. g = 0.6 [24] and ∆H = 140 MeV are from experiments;
Goldstone boson masses are set to be mπ = 140 MeV, mk = 500 MeV, and their decay
constants are chosen to be equal fπ = fk = fη = 130 MeV. mη =
√
(−m2π + 4m2k)/3 from
SU(3) prediction. Then only one parameter, the renormalization scale µ, can be varied.
In the chiral perturbation theory calculations, the logarithmic µ-dependence from loops is
cancelled by µ-dependent counterterms which are not included here. Therefore we vary
µ from 500 MeV to 1500 MeV to obtain an estimate of uncertainty due to the unknown
counterterm contributions. Table I shows results at µ = 500 MeV and µ = 1500 MeV. As
shown the µ dependence is pretty small.
We find that the corrections to the decay form factors of the doubly heavy baryon con-
taining anti-up or anti-down quark, δu1 , δ
u
2 in the Ξ
1/2
bcu → Ξ1/2ccu transition get chiral corrections
of order 25 ∼ 32%, while δu5 , δu6 in the Ξ3/2bcu → Ξ3/2ccq transition get corrections of order 5%.
The form factors for doubly heavy baryon containing anti-strange quark obtain negative cor-
rections and δs1, δ
s
2 are least sensitive, with corrections of order 1%. It would be interesting to
see if the observed deviations from heavy quark-diquark symmetry in either experiments or
lattice simulations agree with the predictions from chiral perturbation theory as we shown.
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If there is any disagreements with χPT predictions, it will indicates the ΛQCD/mQ heavy
quark-diquark corrections are dominated by short distance effects which are not considered
here.
IV. PARTIALLY QUENCHED CHIRAL CORRECTIONS
The effective field theory techniques with heavy quark-diquark symmetry for doubly
heavy baryons can also be applied to doubly heavy systems simulated on the lattice. The
χPT results from the previous section are extendable to include lattice artifacts such as
quenching and partial quenching.
In a lattice QCD simulation, the sea quark masses are often different from the valence
quark masses. There are mainly two ways of treating sea quark masses. In partially quenched
lattice QCD the sea quark masses are different from the valence quark masses, while in
quenched lattice QCD, the sea quark contributions are absent. To reproduce these lattice
artifacts in effective field theory, fictitious ghost quarks are added to the Lagrangian. Ghost
quarks have same masses as valence quarks but are bosons, so the loop with ghost quark
goes with an opposite sign and they cancel the valence contributions. Then only the effects
of the sea quarks are left. Choosing different sea quark masses other than those of valence
quarks in the field theory with ghost quarks is therefore equivalent to the partial quenching
artifact in lattice QCD simulations which use different masses for sea and valence quarks.
In the limit of msea = mval, real QCD is recovered.
Partially quenched χPT (PQχPT) and quenched χPT are two effective field theories with
fictitious ghost fields. The former is useful for chiral extrapolations in lattice calculations to
physical sea quark masses, which are however missing in the latter theory. In this section
we will focus on partially quenched chiral corrections only. The major modification to the
derivation in the previous section is that there is a modified propagator for the Goldstone
mesons.
The PQχPT pseudoscalar Goldstone meson sector is described by the Lagrangian [21–
23, 25–29],
L = f
2
8
str
(
∂µΣ†∂µΣ
)
+
λ
4
str
(
mqΣ
† +m†qΣ
)
+ αΦ∂
µΦ0∂µΦ0 − µ20Φ20. (15)
Here str() denotes the supertrace over flavor indexes, i.e., str(A) =
∑
a ǫaAaa, where ǫa = 1
for a = 1, · · · , 6, and ǫa = −1 for a = 7, 8, 9. The field Σ is defined by
Σ = exp
(2iΦ
f
)
= ξ2, (16)
and the meson fields appear in the U(6|3) matrix,
Φ =
(
M χ†
χ M˜
)
. (17)
M and M˜ matrices contain bosonic mesons, while χ and χ† matrices contain fermionic
mesons (one ghost quark with one sea/valence quark). The quark mass matrix is defined
as [30]
mq = diag(mu, md, ms, mj , ml, mr, mu, md, ms). (18)
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In the isospin limit, mu = md and mj = ml for both the valence and sea sectors. We
set the strange sea quark mass to be same as the valence quark mass , mr = ms. From
the lowest order PQχPT Lagrangian, the meson with quark content qq¯′ has the mass of
m2qq¯′ =
λ
f2
(mq +mq′). The PQχPT propagators of the off-diagonal mesons have the usual
Klein-Gordon form. The flavor neutral propagator can be conveniently written as [30]
GPQab = ǫaδabPa + Pab
(
Pa, Pb, PX
)
, (19)
where Pa =
i
q2−m2aa+iǫ , Pb =
i
q2−m2
bb
+iǫ
, PX =
i
q2−m2
X
+iǫ
, with m2X =
1
3
(m2jj + 2m
2
rr) and
Pab
(
A,B,C
)
= −1
3
[(
m2aa −m2jj
)(
m2aa −m2rr
)
(
m2aa −m2bb
)(
m2aa −m2X
)A
+
(
m2bb −m2jj
)(
m2bb −m2rr
)
(
m2bb −m2aa
)(
m2bb −m2X
)B
+
(
m2X −m2jj
)(
m2X −m2rr
)
(
m2X −m2aa
)(
m2X −m2bb
)C
]
. (20)
In terms of the 5 × 2 field, the partially quenched Lagrangian for doubly heavy baryon
and heavy meson is [30]
LPQ = (H†(Hi←D0))− g(H†HA · σ) + ∆H
4
(H†Σ · Hσ)
+ σ(H†HM) + σ′(H†H)str(M). (21)
M = 1
2
(
ξmqξ + ξ
†mqξ†
)
is the mass operator. σ and σ′ are the coupling constants in the
mass operators. The baryon mass splittings in PQχPT are given by
∆ccqq′ = mΞc¯c¯q¯′−mΞc¯c¯q¯= mΞ∗c¯c¯q¯′−mΞ∗c¯c¯q¯= −σ(mq′−mq),
∆bcqq′ = mΞbcq′−mΞbcq= mΞ∗b¯c¯q¯′−mΞ∗b¯c¯q¯= −σ(mq′ −mq),
∆∗ccqq′ = mΞ∗c¯c¯q¯′−mΞc¯c¯q¯= 34∆H − σ(mq′ −mq),
∆∗bcqq′ = mΞ∗b¯c¯q¯′−mΞb¯c¯q¯=
1
2
(
3
4
∆H
)− σ(mq′ −mq),
with µQ =
mbmc
mb+mc
≈ mc.
Evaluating the PQχPT loop diagrams, such as Fig. 3, we obtain PQχPT corrections to
the six form factors and list the formulism in Appendix. The experimental value of SU(3)
splitting of the ground state D mesons is mDs−mD = −σ(ms−mu) ≈ 100 MeV. It together
with m2π =
λ
f2
(mu+md) and m
2
k =
λ
f2
(ms+md) lead to σ = −100 (MeV)m2
k
−m2pi
λ
f2
. Other parameters
are same as in previous section (cf. Table I). Thus only three parameters can be varied:
the valence pion mass mvalπ = muu, the sea pion mass m
sea
π = mjj, and the renormalization
scale µ. In Figs. 4 and 5 we plot the differences between PQχPT corrections and χPT
corrections, ∆δqi,PQ = δ
q
i,PQ − δqi , in terms of mseaπ with different values of mvalπ for both q = u
and q = s. For each value of mvalπ = 140 MeV, 280 MeV and 420 MeV, we let the m
sea
π range
from mvalπ up to the mass of eta-strange, mηs = mss ≈ 700 MeV. The bands correspond to
varying µ from 500 MeV to 1500 MeV, which is chosen to be the same for both χPT and
PQχPT.
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FIG. 4: ∆δui,PQ as a function of m
sea
π for different values of m
val
π . The width of the bands are the
results of varying µ between 500 MeV and 1500 MeV.
From the plots, it is easy to see that the partially quenched chiral corrections reproduce
the chiral corrections when the sea quark mass goes to the physical valence quark mass.
As demonstrated by the narrow bands in Figs. 4 and 5, ∆δqi,PQ are very insensitive to the
choice of µ. The ∆δq1,PQ ∼ ∆δq4,PQ are affected most by sea quark mass and gain additional
partial quenching corrections of range from 10 ∼ 40%. Those corrections increase with
increasing mseaπ values. The ∆δ
q
5,PQ and ∆δ
q
6,PQ of order 1 ∼ 8% are very insensitive to
partial quenching effects and are insensitive to sea quark mass. It would be interesting to
test the chiral predictions in a lattice simulation.
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FIG. 5: ∆δsi,PQ as a function of m
sea
π but independent of different values of m
val
π . The width of the
bands are the results of varying µ between 500 MeV and 1500 MeV.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have used NRQCD to derive the coupling between heavy diquarks and
weak current with heavy quark-diquark symmetry. We constructed the chiral Lagrangian
for doubly heavy baryons coupled to weak current and evaluated the tree level predictions
for doubly heavy baryon semileptonic weak decay form factors. We also evaluated the chiral
corrections to the form factors in both unquenched and partially quenched theory and the
formulism are given in Appendix. The partial quenching formulae will be useful for chiral
extrapolation of doubly heavy baryon zero-recoil semileptonic decay form factors in lattice
QCD simulations. It will be interesting to test the calculations of this paper with either
experimental data or lattice simulations.
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Appendix: One-loop χPT and PQχPT corrections to zero-recoil semileptonic decay.
The detailed one-loop χPT corrections δqi (i = 1, · · · , 6) and PQχPT corrections δqi,PQ(i =
1, · · · , 6) to form factors of zero-recoil semileptonic decay are provided in this section. MS
scheme is used in this derivation and unknown counterterms are not included.
In the following chiral correction expressions, f is the pion decay constant, mi is the
mass of the Goldstone boson in the one-loop diagram, and C iab is a factor which arrives from
SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the couplings. Cπ
±
12 = C
π±
21 = 1 for loops with charged
pions, Cπ
0
11 = C
π0
22 =
1
2
for loops with neutral pions, CK3i = C
K
i3 = 1 (i = 1 or 2) for loops
with kaons, and Cη11 = C
η
22 =
1
6
, Cη33 =
2
3
for loops with η mesons.
χPT corrections δqi (i = 1, · · · , 6) are written in terms of function I(∆1,∆2, m, µ) which
are defined later:
δq1 = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
i,q′
C iqq′
[
1
9
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 8
9
I(∆∗bcqq′ ,∆
∗
ccqq′, mi, µ)
]
,
δq2 = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
i,q′
C iqq′
[−1
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆
∗
ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 20
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,∆
∗
ccqq′, mi, µ)
]
,
δq3 = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
i,q′
C iqq′
[
8
27
I(∆bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mi, µ)
− 5
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 20
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
]
,
δq4 = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
i,q′
C iqq′
[
8
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
− 5
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,∆∗ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 20
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆
∗
ccqq′, mi, µ)
]
, (A.1)
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δq5 = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
i,q′
C iqq′
[
4
9
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,−∆∗ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 5
9
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
]
,
δq6 = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
i,q′
C iqq′
[
8
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 4
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mi, µ)
+ 11
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mi, µ)
]
. (A.2)
The functions I are defined as
I(0, 0, m, µ)=0,
I(∆,∆, m, µ)=−6∆2 ln
(
µ2
m2
)
+ 4
(
m2 − 3∆2
)
+ 8m∆F
(
∆
m
)
+ 4
(
∆2−m2
)
F ′
(
∆
m
)
,
I(∆1,∆2, m, µ)=−2
(
∆21 +∆1∆2 +∆
2
2
)
ln
(
µ2
m2
)
+ 4
(
m2 −∆21 −∆1∆2 −∆22
)
+ 4
∆2−∆1
[
(∆22 −m2)F
(
∆2
m
)
m
− (∆21 −m2)F
(
∆1
m
)
m
]
, (A.3)
where
F (x)=


−√1− x2
(
π
2
−tan−1( x√
1−x2
))
, |x|<1
√
x2 − 1 ln
(
x+
√
x2 − 1
)
, |x|≥1
, (A.4)
and F ′(x) is the first derivative of x.
PQχPT corrections δqi,PQ (i = 1, · · · , 6) are written in terms of function I(∆1,∆2, m, µ)
and K(∆1,∆2, m,m, µ):
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δq1,PQ = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
q′=j,l,r
[
1
9
I(∆bcqq′ ,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 8
9
I(∆∗bcqq′ ,∆
∗
ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
]
− g2
(4πf)2
[
1
9
K(∆bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 8
9
K(∆∗bcqq,∆
∗
ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
]
,
δq2,PQ = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
q′=j,l,r
[−1
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆
∗
ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
+ 20
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,∆
∗
ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
]
− g2
(4πf)2
[−1
27
K(∆bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 4
27
K(∆bcqq,∆
∗
ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 4
27
K(∆∗bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 20
27
K(∆∗bcqq,∆
∗
ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
]
, (A.5)
δq3,PQ = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
q′=j,l,r
[
8
27
I(∆bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
− 5
27
I(∆bcqq′ ,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 20
27
I(∆∗bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
]
− g2
(4πf)2
[
8
27
K(∆bcqq,−∆∗ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
− 5
27
K(∆bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 4
27
K(∆∗bcqq,−∆∗ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 20
27
K(∆∗bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
]
,
δq4,PQ = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
q′=j,l,r
[
8
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
− 5
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,∆∗ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
+ 20
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆
∗
ccqq′, mqq′ , µ)
]
− g2
(4πf)2
[
8
27
K(−∆∗bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
− 5
27
K(−∆∗bcqq,∆∗ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 4
27
K(∆bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 20
27
K(∆bcqq,∆
∗
ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
]
,
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δq5,PQ = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
q′=j,l,r
[
4
9
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,−∆∗ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 5
9
I(∆bcqq′ ,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
]
− g2
(4πf)2
[
4
9
K(−∆∗bcqq,−∆∗ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 5
9
k(∆bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
]
, (A.6)
δq6,PQ = − g
2
(4πf)2
∑
q′=j,l,r
[
8
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,−∆∗ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 4
27
I(−∆∗bcqq′ ,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 4
27
I(∆bcqq′,−∆∗ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
+ 11
27
I(∆bcqq′,∆ccqq′, mqq′, µ)
]
− g2
(4πf)2
[
8
27
K(−∆∗bcqq,−∆∗ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 4
27
K(−∆∗bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 4
27
K(∆bcqq,−∆∗ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
+ 11
27
K(∆bcqq,∆ccqq, mqq, mqq, µ)
]
. (A.7)
The function K(∆1,∆2, m,m, µ) which arises from the hairpins is given by
K(∆1,∆2, ma, mb, µ)
= Pab
[
I(∆1,∆2, ma, µ), I(∆1,∆2, mb, µ),
I(∆1,∆2, mX , µ)
]
. (A.8)
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